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DASHBOARD HEADLINE FIGURES, FY 2014/15
- A reducing gap when comparing London with England and WalesWhile still not on track to achieve target, there has been a range of progress including a reduced gap between
London and E & W performance.

ALL LONDON COURTS

MAGISTRATES’ COURTS

 2 days improvement from
the previous FY 2013/14.

 6 days improvement in Jan
– Mar 2015 compared to
Jan – Mar 2014 from 156
days to 150 days.

 4 days improvement from
the start of the Police and
Crime Plan (PCP).

 E & W recorded an increase
of 8 days since the
beginning of the PCP.

 Most LJAs are performing
better than E & W for
offence to completion
except for North West and
South West.

 The gap between London
and E & W average has
reduced to 2 days in FY
2014/15.
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SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN EAST LONDON
 East LJA is currently performing better than E & W.
151 days from offence to completion in Jan – Mar 15 compared to 156
days in E & W.
 Significant improvement in Charge to First listing which has had an
impact on overall offence to completion times.
26 days from charge to First listing in Jan – Mar 15 compared to 42
days in Jan – Mar 12.
 East London recorded the best charge to First Listing average times
together with North East despite the high level of cases (East records the
highest number of defendants and North East records the least).
 Significant improvement in effectiveness rate
More recent data shows that this improvement is sustained. 47.5% in
Apr 14 compared to 53.8% in Mar 15. Waltham Forest courthouse
recorded a 25.2 percentage point increase in effectiveness from 52.1%
in Apr 14 to 77.3% in Mar 15.
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PROGRESS MADE IN DEALING WITH MOTORING OFFENCES
Motoring offences has improved by 25.3 days in Jan – Mar 15 compared to Jan – Mar 14 driven by a major
improvement in the offence to charge stage.
Further improvement is expected with the introduction of the ‘Make a Plea’ online service for motoring offences
in London. 1

1

(People charged with summary motoring offences, like speeding, failing to identify the driver or using a vehicle without insurance, will be able to use
the clear, concise, secure and easy to use website to respond to charges against them)
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SUSTAINED IMPROVEMENT IN LONDON’S TRIAL EFFECTIVENESS

Trial effectiveness rate
continues to increase
and is better than in E
& W. More recent data
shows that this is
improvement is
sustained.

This improvement is
seen within both
Magistrates’ and Crown
courts
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TRANSFORMING SUMMARY JUSTICE
- Expected positive impact on timeliness -
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• Quality Assured Police Files
• Anticipated plea hearings
• Brigading cases
• Optimum bailing patterns

Aims:
 Reducing delays in the Magistrates' courts,
 Holding fewer hearings per case and
 Increasing the number of trials that go ahead the first time that they
are listed

Increase in Early
Guilty pleas

Driving effectiveness
even further

• Early receipt of initial details of prosecution case
• Right personnel at hearing

Reduction in ineffective and
cracked trials

• Streamlined disclosure

Improved case
timeliness

• Clear expectations of effectiveness
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• Police support for anticipated not guilty hearings
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• Connectivity (Wifi) for each agency at court

Making courts more
efficient
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LOCAL AND NATIONAL INITIATIVES

Single Justice Pilot (SJP)
• This is a process designed by and tested in Lavender Hill, London for low level, high volume summary
motoring and non-motoring cases (does not include offences that carry a custodial sentence).
• It allows prosecutors such as DVLA, TFL and Police Traffic Units to initiate proceedings by SJP Notice
(similar to postal charging/requisition notice) except there is no date of hearing. Cases are dealt with
outside of the traditional courtroom.
• This gives defendants up to 28 days to respond and will (by end of the year) embed a principle of self
service with a new web based interface for defendants to enter plea on line.
• This is aimed to free up court time and improve speed of other cases through the courts.

Better Case Management (BCM)
BCM forms part of the implementation of Sir Brian Leveson’s report Review of Efficiency in Criminal
Proceedings.
The overarching aims are:
 Robust case management.
 Reduced number of hearings.
 Earlier resolution of pleas and identification of issues in the case.
 Maximum participation and engagement from every participant within the system.
 Efficient compliance with the Criminal Procedure Rules; Practice and Court Directions.
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CURRENT AND EMERGING ISSUES
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CAPACITY AND DEMAND ON LONDON COURTS
There is a direct correlation between the average case listed per court room in Magistrates courts and the timeliness of cases
through the courts. The more cases listed per room the longer it takes for the cases to complete. 1
The same theory does not apply to crown courts where the complexity of the case has a significant impact on the length of the
case.
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Courtroom Facilities differ depending on courtroom and not all courtrooms can deal with all types of work..

DECLINING CROWN COURT PERFORMANCE
CROWN COURTS

 Cases through the Crown Courts
took 345 days to complete in Jan
– Mar 2015.
 This is an increase of 29 days
from Jan – Mar 2014 and 36 days
from Jan – Mar 12. This is the
longest average offence to
completion times in Crown courts
since January 2012.
 Offences take the longest to
complete in Southwark Crown
court (504 days , around 1.4
years). An increase of 147 days
(around 5 months) in 3 years

Recent Victim Support analysis indicates that the
Crown Courts are now taking longer than at
any point in the past 15 years to process cases
and the backlog of outstanding cases is
increasing rapidly.
‘Waiting for Justice: how victims of crime are waiting longer than ever
for criminal trials’
Victim Support latest policy briefing (July 2015).

In January 2015, in his review of efficiency in
criminal proceedings, Lord Justice Leveson noted
that at least one Crown Court was fixing trial dates
“as far ahead as 2016” and that this “is
doubtless causing a considerable increase in
the stress placed on victims and witnesses”.
‘Review of Efficiency in Criminal Proceedings in Crown Court.’
Lord Justice Leveson (January 2015).
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FIRST LISTING TO COMPLETION IS AN ISSUE IN CROWN COURTS
1.

The data shows that 50% of London Crown courts perform
worse than E & W for offence to completion.

2.

All Crown courts except for Blackfriars perform worse than
E & W in the first listing to completion times.

3.

Further analysis/breakdown of the first listing to
completion stage showed that the time taken between the
case being sent to the Crown courts from the Magistrates
to the main hearing 1 makes up 72% of the time at this
stage. This takes even longer than the offence to charge
stage and is also getting worse over time.

4.

The actual hearing of the case at Crown court from the
main hearing to completion only takes 26% of the time at
this stage.

5.

Sending to the Crown court to the main hearing takes 24
days more in London compared to E & W.

1

This is also described as the “substantive hearing” which is defined as a hearing when Defendant pleaded guilty, The jury was sworn (effective
trial), A warrant issued, Prosecution offer no evidence
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AVERAGE WAITING AND HEARING TIMES IN CROWN COURTS ARE
INCREASING
London
Period
Q1 2014
Q2 2014
Q3 2014
Q4 2014
Q1 2015

Average waiting time
(weeks)
Not Guilty Guilty plea
plea trials
trials
26.9
12.9
29.6
13.8
31.3
14.5
33.3
15.1
34.0
15.7

Average hearing time
(hours)
Not Guilty Guilty plea
plea trials
trials
16.4
1.7
17.9
1.9
17.2
2.1
19.0
2.0
17.8
2.4

Available data shows
that both hearing and
waiting times are longer
in London compared to E
& W.

The increase in average waiting times
from sending cases to Crown court to the
start of the main hearing is particularly of
note when a defendant pleads not guilty.
In such cases the average waiting time has
increased by 26% (7 weeks) compared to the
same period the previous year.

Guilty pleas entered at first hearing
Guilty pleas entered at first or second hearing
Waiting times for Trial
Trial Length
Waiting times following guilty plea
Trial times following guilty plea

London
27%
53%
34 wks
18 hours
15.7 wks
2.4 hours

E&W
36%
60%
32 wks
15 hours
14.7 wks
1.6 hours
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A HIGH NUMBER OF OUTSTANDING CASES IN CROWN COURTS
 There was a backlog of just over 9,600 cases waiting to be heard in London crown court as of the
end of June 2015. These cases are waiting to be heard in London Crown courts.
 24% of these cases have been outstanding for over 36 weeks/8 months.
 It will take just over 7 months to clear this backlog should there be no further cases sent for trial. 1
 In 74% of these cases, the defendants are on bail, meaning that they are potentially able to
reoffend and hence causing more pressure on the Criminal Justice system as a whole . In 2014, there
were 6,666 London offenders convicted of an offence whilst on bail, of which 4,790 were convicted for
indictable offences.

 The total number of outstanding cases in London Crown courts increased by
53% in the last 2 years.
 There has been a steady increase in the number of defendants through the
Crown Courts since April 2014. which could put additional constraints to the
ability to reduce the backlog.
 High number of outstanding cases seem to be across all Crown courts and
not specific to those with high number of cases. For instance, 42% of
outstanding cases in Kingston crown Court are over36 weeks old.
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Assuming that on average London Crown Courts record around 4000 cases per quarter.

TIMELINESS VARIES BY OFFENCE TYPE
OFFENCE TO COMPLETION TIMES (days) IN LONDON
JAN - MAR 2015
Offence group
Magistrates
Crown court
MOPAC 7
Number of
Number of
Timeliness
Timeliness
defendants
defendants
Theft From Person
172
193
294
68
Violence With Injury
Burglary
Criminal Damage
Theft of Vehicle
Robbery
Theft from Vehicle

135
166
112
122
146
130

4,146
392
1,587
212
186
168

303
233
221
350
250
181

864
537
73
39
331
19

There are inherent differences between
timeliness of different offence types due to the
nature and complexities of the offence.
High rates of re-offending are concentrated in
a small number of offence types, including
theft and robbery. (McKinsey, HM Treasury,
June 2015)
Prolific offenders more frequently commit
acquisitive crime.
Ultimately if these offenders are not dealt with
swiftly, they are at risk to reoffend again.

Source: MOJ, August 2015

As the number of
sentencing
occasions in court
increases the
timeliness increases

Source: Indicative analysis conducted by MOPAC
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